
 

 

STIPENDIARY STEWARDS REPORT 
 
MEETING DETAILS: 

Club: Poverty Bay Turf Club Date: Thursday 20 September 2012 
Weather: Overcast 
Track: Dead(4) 
Rail: True 
Stewards: N Goodwin (Chairman), J Oatham, B Bateup  
Typist: Stewards 

 

GENERAL:  
No issues to report. 

 

SUMMARY: 
Swabbing: HEY BRUCE, TOUCH WIN, GUACAMOLE KID, DIAMOND LINDAUER, KEENLY, MISS LIONESS, 

QUINTERO 

Suspensions: Nil    

Protests: Nil   

Fines: Race  5 G&D Rogerson AMANPULO 
$50 [Rule 616(3)] Incorrect Gear 

Warnings: Race 7 M Cameron QUINTERO 
Shifting ground after start [Rule 638(1)(d)] 

Bleeders: Nil   

Horse Actions: Race 7 PHILLIPA ROSE, uncompetitive, required to trial 

Medical Certificates:  

Rider Changes: Race  
Race 

6 
7 

JUST AS WELL, S Collett for L Whelan (injured) 
PHILLIPA ROSE, A Forbes for L Whelan 

Late Scratchings: Race  2 THEDEPOT, 8.26am on vet advice 

 
RACE COMMENTS: 

Race 1 EASTLANDS GROUP SPRINT 

AMERICAN IDOL (M Hills) began awkwardly and shifted out hampering TURQUOISE (T Russell) which was forced outwards 
crowding HE’S DAN (L Allpress) and BELLAPIN (R Hutchings). 
HEY BRUCE (C Lammas) was slow away. 
BELLAPIN raced ungenerously throughout and was awkward in its action in the final straight. 
TURQUOISE was held up rounding the turn. 
HEY BRUCE lay in early in the final straight with CAP FERRAT (M Du Plessis) shifting away from that runner hampering 
AMERICAN IDOL (M Hills) which was further hampered by VUELA (S Collett) which was laying out.  HEY BRUCE continued 
to lay in under pressure for the remainder of the race. 
When questioned regarding the performance of TURQUOISE rider T Russell advised that he had got further back than 
intended after suffering interference at the start. TURQUOISE had then been inclined to race keenly, becoming awkwardly 
placed when the pace steadied in the middle stages and had been unable to improve until obtaining clear running in the 
final straight where it was left a little flat footed as the field had sprinted.  A post-race veterinary inspection did not reveal 
any abnormalities. 
 

Race 2 ROSELAND TAVERN 1200 

THEDEPOT was declared a late scratching at 8.26am due to injuries suffered in its stable. 
DOWAGER PRINCESS (R Hutchings) shifted outwards when jumping away crowding SICILIANI (L Allpress) onto DUQUESA (C 
Grylls) which lost ground.  INDECISIVE (M Wenn) shifted outwards shortly after the start when racing greenly further 



 

 

hampering DOWAGER PRINCESS, SICILIANI and DUQUESA. 
TOUCH WIN (V Colgan) and BIDDABLE (S Collett) both shifted ground under pressure when racing greenly in the final 
straight. 
When questioned into the performance of DOWAGER PRINCESS rider R Hutchings was of the opinion that the filly may not 
be suited to the left handed way of racing. 

Race 3 QUALITY HOTEL EMERALD 1200 

CULTO LA VIDA (M Cameron) made contact with FAMOUS FORTUNE (BR Jones) when jumping away. 
MAGIC EPIC (L Allpress) began awkwardly hampering POPPAS DELIGHT (C Grylls) which then further inconvenienced 
FAMOUS FORTUNE. 
CULTO LA VIDA was crowded between FAMOUS FORTUNE and TORRICELLA (J Oliver) shortly after the start. 
PARVATI (R Hutchings) had to be steadied off heels near the 700 metres when racing keenly then commenced to hang 
outwards. 
TORRICELLA raced wide throughout. 
GUACAMOLE KID (J Riddell) made contact with the hindquarters of MAGIC EPIC when attempting to obtain clear running 
near the 350 metres with MAGIC EPIC becoming unbalanced. 
KARMAZYN (M Du Plessis) lay out under pressure in the final straight. 

Race 4 GARY BATES LTD 1600 

HUNKY DORY (L Whelan) and DUELISTA (R Hutchings) were both slow away. 
UPSTREAM LAD (B Jones) had to be steadied when crowded shortly after the start. 
LUCKY CAT (H Tinsley) and DIAMOND LINDAUER (C Lammas) over-raced in the early and middle stages. 
DUELISTA became awkwardly placed on heels near the 700 metres. 
LADY LINDAUER (J Oliver) ducked inwards when struck with the whip and had to be straightened near the 250 metres. 
DUELISTA lost its footing and blundered shortly after the finish. 

Race 5 FARMERS AIR METRIC MILE 

MIDNIGHT PADDLE shied during the preliminary, dislodging rider L Whelan.  MIDNIGHT PADDLE galloped riderless for a 
considerable distance before being re-captured and was declared a late scratching by the Stewards.  L Whelan was 
attended to by the ambulance personnel and transferred to Gisborne Hospital for further evaluation and treatment for a 
shoulder injury. 
NOAH JON (C Lammas) was slow away. 
OCEAN BOUND (M Du Plessis) shifted outwards under pressure near the 250 metres and bumped with GOOD THINKER. 
Co-trainer Mr G Rogerson defended a charge of having presented the horse AMANPULO without notified gear (blinkers).  
After hearing submissions the Judicial Committee found the charge proven and imposed a fine of $50. 

Race 6 NEWSTALK ZB 1350 

Due to no apprentice rider being available S Collett was permitted to replace L Whelan on JUST AS WELL. 
MR SHANGHAI (E Tomes) began awkwardly getting its head up. 
BALDOVINO (R Hutchings) and SPLITSECOND (V Colgan) came together on jumping away. 
JUST AS WELL lay in away from THE FLYING AFFAIR (L Allpress) shortly after jumping away crowding SPINMYWORLD (A 
Calder) onto SPLITSECOND. 
CONTEST (J Oliver) had to be steadied when improving rapidly onto the heels of JAKOB GAMBINO (J Riddell) near the 1100 
metres. 
CONTEST had to be steadied for some distance rounding the turn when racing keenly. 

Race 7 CORSON GRAIN 1350 

A Forbes replaced L Whelan on PHILLIPA ROSE. 
SURPASS (C Grylls) began awkwardly. 
CHEVREMONT (S Collett) was slow away. 
CENTAVADA (L Allpress), MONTES (V Colgan) and BURNADEEM (A Calder) were crowded shortly after the start when 
GALAXY ROAD (C Lammas) was taken in by QUINTERO (M Cameron).  M Cameron was issued with a warning. 
RED LEADER (H Tinsley) had to be steadied off the heels of DASHING THUNDER (BR Jones) passing the 1000 metres. 
SOLAR ECLIPSE (R Hutchings) was obliged to race four wide throughout. 
PHILLIPA ROSE was eased down in the final straight when well beaten.  Co-trainer S Thompson was advised that as the 
mare had not raced competitively for the second occasion PHILLIPA ROSE is required to trial to the satisfaction of a 
Stipendiary Steward prior to racing next.  A post-race veterinary examination of PHILLIPA ROSE did not reveal any 
abnormalities. 
When questioned regarding the performance of MONTES rider V Colgan was unable to offer any excuses. 

 


